Observe and Explore
Research and Find Out
Collaborate - teamwork,
partner, groups, cross age
Communicate Ideas
Be Creative - try new ideas
and evaluate

Non Negotiabl

Speaking and Listening Skills
- organise, sequence, clarify
ideas
Initiate and Participate in
Imaginative Play

words for describing sensations
Language for Thinking

words for describing things
words for describing sensations
words for describing things

Language for Communication

talking with peers and adults
den making collaboration
write name with sticks

Linking Sounds and Letters

Language and Literacy

labels
information texts
Stickman

Reading

stories

Potato People

draw and label worm

sand writing

Writing

Handwriting

exploring materials
investigating new spaces

Exploration and Investigation

Identify plants from photos

Making dens
making houses
making pictures

Design and Make
photos

ICT

Knowledge and
Understanding

seasons
Signs of Spring
following map to find treasure

animal communities - ecosystems

Time

Place

Communities

counting sticks, stones etc
count minibeast legs
and make natural
picture

Numbers as Labels for Counting

measuring pond using sticks
how many stones to fill a pot
how many leaves to cover an area

Mathematical
Calculating

ordering stones and sticks
sorting with shape and colour

Reception Outdoor day

Shape, Space and Measures

Reception
Outdoor
Day

Negotiable Skills

working in different environments
Self confidence and self esteem

expert in new things

working across year group
Making Relationships

sharing new experiences
safety outside

Behaviour and Self Control

Sticking to rules

understanding H&S rules

Personal, Social, Emotional

care on bridges
Self Care

washing hands
care near pond

Sense of community

clearing litter in locality?

respect for nature
Dispositions and Attitudes

wonder at being outside
appreciation of indoor comforts
sketching
making houses and models

Being Creative - respond to
experiences, express and communicate
ideas

den making
talking about what we see
Stick people

working with natural materials
building large scale projects

Creative

Explore Media and Materials

exploring with gutters
water painting

Creating Music and Dance

Natural materials for noise making

houses for fairies
Developing Imagination and Imaginative Play

Movement and Space

using bikes in playground

using body in different situations

Physical

Health and Body Awareness

places to hide
den building

Using Equipment and Materials

garden tools
carrying sticks and stones

self initiated roleplay
den making

